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This invention comprises a nowel and useful oil – well
fiow control walve and more particularly relates to means

for controlling the actuation of an oil well pumping. aS
sembly, for stopping the same upon ceSSation of or a
predetermined diminution in the rate of flow of the oil
from the well.
Many oil wells are customarily provided with pump
ing assemblies to raise the oil to the Surface. The pri
mary purpose of the present invention is to provide a

device , which may be operatively connected with the
well · whereby to stop the operation of the pumping as-sembly when the fiow of oil from the well ceases or de
creases below a predetermined rate of fiow, to thereby
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pumping assemblies and the oil flow line of Such an oil
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preverat unnecessary operation of the pumping aSSeriably.
A further object of the invention is to provide a com

trol dewice for an oil well pumping assembly which shall
include means for controlling the activation of an oil
well pumping assembly, a further means responsive to
flow from the oil well for actuating the. control means,
together with an adjustable means for adjustably retard
ing or delaying effecting the control means by the flow
responsive meanS.
A still further important object of the invention is to
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Systems, it is highly desirable to promptly shut down the
pumping assembly in response to Such detrimental condi
tions as a leak in the oil flow line, a breakage of the pump
rods, a leak in the flow tubing in the well, or when the
Well is pumped out of fiuid, as when the pumping is dis
charging fiuid from the well bore at a faster rate than
the formation is supplying fluid into the well bore.
The primary intent of this invention is to provide an
automatic control mechanism which in response to any of
the above conditions, or if for any other reason there is
a cessation of or a diminuation of the rate of flow from
the well below a predetermined minimum rate, will auto
matically shut down the pumping mechanism.
In an apparatus illustrated in the accompanying draw
ingS for carrying out the purposes of this invention, and
which is illustrative only of the principles of the inven
tion, it will be seen that the control device consists of a
housing assembly indicated generally by the numeral 1{}
as more clearly seen in FIGURE 2. This assembly com
prises a lower member 12 preferably of a substantially
tubular nature and which is threaded as at . 4, and i6
upon itS Opposite ends whereby the same may be con
nected into the fiow line 13. as diagrammatically shown
in FIGURE 8 and may be connected with the pump tub
ing of an oil well constituting : an uncontrolled variable
Source of fluid 15 hawing a pumping assembly 17 therefor,

Mounted upon the top of the member 12 is a second cas
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provide a control device in accordance with the preced

ing , objects which shall be Simple and compact in con
Struction, readily adjusted to meet different conditions,
and shall be highly effective and efficient for the pur
` poses intended.
These together with other objects and adwantages.which
will become Subsequently apparent reside in the details
of construction and operation' as more fully hereinafter
described and claimed reference being had - to the ac
companying drawings forming , a part hereof, wherein
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URE 1;
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pumping assembly.
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posed beneath the bottom wall 48 of the lower casing 12,
and this Shaft passes through an aperture 50 in the top
Wail 52 of the lowermost casing, which top wall in turn
forms a part of the bottom wall of the casing 18.
The remowable closure plates 26 of the casing 18 is
provided with an upstanding tubular boss 54 which is
internally threaded to receive a combined packing and
bearing bushing 56 through which the upper end of the
Shaft | 44 extends.'' " " . .

x

FIGURE 3 is an end elevational wiew of the appara
tus, ' taken from the left end of FiGURES 1 and 2;
FHGURE 4 is a wiew in wertical Section taken substan
tially upon the plane indicated by the section line 4-4
of "FiGURE 2 and showing the internal construction of

FIGURE 5 is a horizontal Sectional view taken sub 55

stantially upon the plane | indicated by the section line
5-5 of FIGURE 4 and showing structurai details of the
interior of the adjusting means for. Varying the operative

relation between the flow.responsive means and the con
' : '' : '' ?
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FIGURE 6 is a horizontal sectional view taken sub
stantially upon the plane indicated by " the section line

means;
^
· · · · ·'
FGURE 7 is a horizontal. Sectional | view taken sub 65

stantially upon the plane indicated by the section " line · · ·
7-7 of FHGURE 4 and illustrating the arrangement of
^

~

FIGURE 8 is a schematic fiow diagrama illustrating the
installational environment for , the control device. " "
Many oil welis necessitate - the · use of a pumping as-sembly for producing a flow of oil from the well. In Such

Referring now specifically to FGURES 3, 4 and 6 it
will be observed that the chamber in the casing 142 and
forming a passage · between' the portions 14 and 16 con
stituting parts of a flow line of an oil well has the shaft

44 therein disposed to one side of the central longitudinal

6-6 of FiGURE 4 and showing the flow responsive

the ' control means; · and

Referring now primarily to FIGURE '4, it will be ob
SerWed that the Vertically disposed shaft or axle 44 ex
tends wertically in these three" casings. The lower end

of the Shaft is journaled as in a bearing means 46 dis

the control device; ?

trol means of the invention;

laterally from the casing 34.
in accordance with this invention, the member i2 con

Stitutes the casing of a flow responsive means; the mnem
ber 18 comprises the casing of an adjusting means, while
the casing 34 Serves to house a control means fo' the
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FiGURE 1 is an elevational wiew showing a control
dewice , incorporating therein. the principles of this inven
tion;
FiGURE 2 is a top plan view of the dewice of FHG

Secured to the cover plate as by welding 36, and which
in · turn is provided with a removable cover or cloSure

38 detachably Secured thereto as by fastening screws 40
engaging internally threaded bosses or lugs 42 projecting ·

like numerals refer to like . parts throughout, and in
which:

ing i8 which may be secured thereto as by welding 2{},
the threaded portions 14 and 16 being likewise secured to
the "member 12 as by welding 22 and 24 respectively.
The casing 18 is provided with a removable cover or
closure plate 26, Secured thereto as by nuts 28 which er?
gage upstanding Studs 30 which may be welded as at 32
or otherwise Secured to the side of the casing 18. Car
ried by the closure plate 26 is an uppermost casing 34,

aXis thereof. - Secured upon this shaft as by a setScrew
58 in a hub portion 60 thereof is a fiat plate-like member
62 constituting a wane. . As will be best apparent from .
FIGURE 4 and FIGURE 6, this vane occupies the major
portion or Substantially all of the cross-Sectional area of
the chamber within the member 12 and thus is mounted
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for pivotal movement about , an axis which : is displaced ?
from the vertical media1 plane of the chamber. " | Conse
quently, as will be apparent from FIGURE 6, the wane

4

62 is mounted for oscillatory or pivotal mowement about

an invariable relation to the rate of flow. While in Some

instances a control, dewice consisting merely of these

a vertical axis acroSS the width of the chamber, and thatqS

is responsive to the rate of flow of fluid or the fiow of oil

from the Well which pa$8es through the chamber and
the casing 12. Ht will also be apparent that inaSmuch as
the wane 62 never blocks – the fiow passage through the

two means may be found to be Satisfactory, it is generally
preferred in the interest of permitting adjustment of the
device and its responsiveness to rates of flow to provide
an adjusting means which comprises an adjustable timi

less than that of the flow area as shown in Fl63 URB 6,
the Vane 62 will also be fiuid preSSure balanced and its

in the chamber of the housing f8.

casing 12 since its fiow reacting Surface area is slightly

movement will not be influenced by pressure but only by

fiuid flow.
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A tem3sion Spring ? 64 which is secured at one end as

as an adjustable dash-pot in the following manner.
A vane or blade 88 is provided with a hub portion 90

to a pin 66 in the chamber of the casing 12, and its other
end is secured to an apertured lug 68 carried by the

hub 6Ö yieldingly urgeS the wane 62 into a position which
offers a maximum of obstruction to flow through the
chamber. Obviously, the wane will be pivoted into a
more or less open position in accordance with the rate

of fiow through the char?ber or passage through the
casing 12. This pivotal movement being indicated by
the arrow 7{} · in F!GURE ' 6. it will thus be seen . that
the wane is moved in a position displaced from that
shown in FiGURE 6 in response · to a flow through the
chamber, and is yieldingly returned to the position of
FIGURR 6 by the spring means 64 upon diminution of
flow. . . The spring 64 will of course be made of sufficient
strength to enable the wame to respond to a predetermined

directional delay retarding dewice and Which is disposed
Referring now especially to FIGURES 4 and 5, it will
be seen that the housing 18 is circular to thus provide a
cylindrical chamber 86 therein. This chamber is utilized
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received upon the shaft 44 amad secured thereto as by
diametrically disposed pin 92, this blade extending radial
1y from the shaft to the wall of the chamber 86. A par
tition 94 is welded as at 96 to the wall of the charmber 86
or otherwise is secured thereto, and extendS Outwardly
of the chamber and tangentially abuts the hub 90. " . The
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rate of flow.

Referring next primarily to FGURES 4 and 7 it wil!
be Seen that the control means is located in the charmber 30

of the uppermost casing 34. This control means - con

Sists of any suitable form of stationary electric contact
72, mounted in a suitable inSulated bushing or sleeve 74
extending through the Wall of the casing 34, and which

contact forms part of an electrical circuit, not shown, by

partition 94 is provided with a by-pass or fluid bleed open
img 98 which is adjustably controlled by the enlarged
hoaded extremity 100 of an adjusting screw Ö2 which
extends through an a pertured boSs 104 on the wall of the
housing 18 and which boss in turn is prowided with a
packing gland f06. By means of a handle 168 the screw
{{}2 may be adjusted to cause its head 1{}Ö to act as a walve
and control and regulate the flow of fiuid through the
by-pass port 98 of the partition 94.
The blade 88 in turn is provided with an aperture fi60
which is controlled by a valve disk 142, pivoted as at Hà4
to the plate. The valve disk is provided with a stop pin
[#6 carried thereby and which is adapted to abut the
hub portion 90 as shown in FiGURE 5 to limit the open
ing movement of the valve member.
The arrangement is such that in the assembly of FG

means of which the fiow including pressure in the oil
URE 5, mowerinent of the blade 88 by the shaft 44 in a
flow line is controlled. For example, the electric circuit
clockwise direction, as indicated by the arrow 118, will
of which the member 72 forms a switch element may
permit the valve disk 112 to open and allow fluid disposed
comprise the · electric circuit of a motor for operating a
on the advancing side of the blade to pass through the
pump jack, may consist of the ignition circuit of an in 40 port 110 to the other side thereof. Thus fiuid" can be
ternal combustion engine operating Such a pump jack;
readily transferred from the chamber in front of the blade
Or may comprise any suitable electrical circuit which in
to that behind the latter. However, upon reverse pivotal
turn is · employed to control in any desired manner the
movement of the blade 8$ the w:alwe 12 will be closed. and
application of power · to the pump jack of the pumping
the fiuid disposed between the · blade 88 and the partition
assembly 17. inaSrmuch as the actual pumping assembly,
94 will be trapped therein " and can escape at a restricted
the pump jack and the actuating means and the activating
rate through the blade or by-pass passage 98, this rate of
electric circuit thereof do not in themselves constitute
escape
being controlled by the valve member 10g which is*: ?
any particular part of the invention claimed herein, and
manually adjusted as above mentioned.
as they * are well known to those skilled in the art, a
Thus, the blade 88 constitutes a dashpot which is ad
further . explanation and an illustration of the · same is 50 justable for applying, a varying resistance to pivoting of
deemed to be unnecessary.
the Shaft 44 and of the flow respotasive vane 62 in othe
However, for the purpose of this invention, the con
direction, while permitting a quick pivotal mowermerit
trol means housed in the casing 34 ° includes in addition
thereof in the other direction.
to the stationary terminal 72, a mowable terminal · consist
t is intended that the adjustmerat of the. by-pass or ·
ing of a plate 76 secured to the non-circular upper portion 5 5 bleed passage 98 shall be such as to apply an adjustably
: '#8. of the Shaft 44 as by a lock nut ${} engaged upon the
Varied resistance to pivoting of the shaft 44 in a direction
threaded upper extremity 82 of the shaft. The plate 76
which will result in the control member deactivating the
in turn ' is provided with a downturned arcuate fiange
pumping assembly. By this meatas, the cora??C; 13éata8 is
or · blade 84, which upon a , predetermined rotation . of
the Shaft 44.. is adapted to engage the stationary contact 60 I'er:dered less responsive to suidden , and ' temporary wa}jations at the rate of fiow of oil through the well fow.liase
72 and with that cor?tact close the electric circuit which
and through the chamber of the housing 2, but is regh
actiWates or otherwise is wital to continued · operation o
the pumping assembly 17.
~
~
dered responsive to a proloraged variation in such rate of
"... As So far described, it will now be apparent that upon
A filling plug 12ó is provided in the wall of the hous--? ?
Sufficient oscillatory or pivotal movement of the wane 62
in response to a predetermined decrease in the rate of the
ing ié to permit a suitable das?pot fiuid to be introduced .
flow.

flow through the chamber of the housing 12, that the
spring 64 be effected to rotate the shaft 44 whereby the
mowable contact 84.. will engage with the stationary cor?
tact 72, will thus ground or activate the circuit of which
the stationary and movable contacts form parts, to there
by deactivate the pumping mechanism f7. · However, aS"
so far described and when merely the control means and
the fiow responsive means are utilized, the actuation of

" the control means will · be in direct responSe", to and in

~
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~

thereinto. ”
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The foregoing is considered as illustrative . Oriy of the .
principies of . the irrivention. Further, since murmerous ""
modifications" and changes wiil · readily cccur " to ...those .

skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the inveration to
the exact construction and operation shown and described,
and accordingly all suitable modifications at?d equiwalerats
may be resorted to, falling within the Scope of the inveri

tion - as claimed.
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an uncontrolled source of fluid, pressure balanced flow
responsive means mounted in Said conduit and responsive

What is claimed as new is as follows:

1. A shut down control dewice for an oil well hawing
a pumping assembly and an oil flow line operatively aS
sociated therewith, a control means for terminating fiow

inducing pressure in the oil flow line when operative, a floW
responsive means operatively mounted in said fiow line
and connected to said control means to render the cojhtrCi
means operative upon predetermined: reduction in flow of
oil through said fiow line, adjusting means operatively
connected to said fiow responsive means for applying , aft
adjustable resistance to action of the fiow responsive in
actuating the control means to deactiwate the pumping aS
sembly, chambers separately enclosing each of Said means,
a shaft extending into each of said chambers for pivotal
movement, each of said means being directly connected to
said shaft, the chamber for said adjusting means being

to fiow of fuid therethrough abowe a predetermined rate
of flow to render the control means inOperative, and means
to delay the control means from becoming operatiWe when
fluid flow decreases below said predetermined rate, said

fluid pressure balanced fiow respo1asive means including
a fiow passage in said conduit, a wane member pivotally
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fluid tight.

2. The combination of claim 1 wherein said flow re

sponsive means includes a passage for receiving fiow
through said conduit, a wame pivotally mounted in Said
passage for oscillation by flow through the latter, means
urging said wane in a direction opposing flow induced
mowement thereof.
3. A control device for . an oil well pumping assembly
comprising control means for terminating flow inducing

pressure in a conduit, fiuid pressure balance meanS
mounted in said conduit and responsive to fiow there
through operable on said control means to maintain said
flow inducing pressure in the conduit, adjusting meanS
operatively connected to said flow responsive means for
adjustably retarding movement of the control means to
ward a deactivating position, a single shaft mounted for
oscillation about its longitudinal axis, each of said means
being directly connected to said shaft, said adjusting
means comprising a fluid dashpot chamber, having a wane
connected to . Said Shaft oScillatable therein and a parti
tion opposed to said wane, an adjustable by-pass in said
partition for throttling fiow therethrough.
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4. . The combination of claim 1 wherein said , control

means comprises a stationary contact and a mowable con
tact adapted to control an electric circuit the movable
contact being connected to said flow responsive means.
5. A shut down control dewice for an oil well pumping
assembly comprising, control means rendered operative
to ' terminate fiow inducing pressure in a conduit con
nected to an uncontrolled source of fluid, pressure bal
anced flow responsive means | mounted in 1non-blocking
flow relation in said conduit and responsive to flow of
fluid therethrough above a predetermined rate of flow to
render the control means inoperative, and uni-directional
delay means operatively connecting the pressure balanced
flow responsive means to the control means in response to a
decrease in fuid flow below said predetermined flow rate
and immediate resumption of flow inducing pressure in
response to an increase in fluid flow above said predeter
mined fiow rate.

^

6. A shut_down control device for an oil well pump
ing assembly comprising, control means operative to ter
minate flow inducing pressure in a conduit connected to
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maOunted in Said flow passage having a flow impinging Sur
face area less than the fiow area of Said flow passage to
prevent blockage of fiuid flow in Said fiow passage, said
delay means comprising chamber means disposed adjacent
to said flow responsiwe means, mowable partition means
mounted in the chamber means and directly connected to
said | flow responsiwe means " for mowement therewith,
movement retarding fiuid disposed within said chamber
means, fixed partition means mounted within said cham
ber means, adjustable aperture means in said fixed par
tition means for retarding movement of the movable par
tition means in both directions, and one-way valve
mounted on the mowable partition means for reducing the
fiuid retarding effect thereon in one direction only.
7. The combination of claim 6, wherein said control
means is directly connected to said flow responsive means
and delay means for mowement therewith.
8. A shut down control device for an oil well pumping
aSSembly comprising, control means operative to termi
nate flow inducing pressure in a conduit connected to an
uncontrolled source of fiuid, pressure balanced flow re
Sponsive means mounted in said conduit and responsive to

flow of fluid therethrough above a predetermined rate of
flow to render the control means inoperative, and means
to delay the control means from becoming operative when
fluid flow decreases below said · pretermined rate, said
delay means comprising chamber means disposed adja
cent to Said floW responsiwe means, mowable partition
means mounted in the chamber means and directly con
nected to Said flow responsive means for mowement there
with, mowement retarding fiuid disposed within said cham
ber means, fixed partition means mounted within said
chamber means, adjustable aperture means in said fixed
partition means for retarding movement of the nowable

partition means in both directions, and one-way walve
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means mounted on the mowable partition means for re
ducing the fiuid retarding effect thereon in one direction
only.
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